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MAKE YOUR ENTERPRISE
Smart, Connected
& Intelligent.
We augment your people, processes, products or things to build an intelligent enterprise
Learn More
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Augmented Intelligence for your Enterprise.
Your enterprise is made up of 3 key dimensions — People, Products / Machines and Process. Technology is used to augment the capabilities of each of these 3 dimensions and once that is done, a layer of intelligence can be applied across the board, to create an intelligent enterprise. This process is what we call Augmented Intelligence or AI.
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People
People that work within and outside of your enterprise
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Products/Machines
These are the things that you build or the things that help you build what you sell
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Process
Industry best practices and next practices to keep your business efficient and profitable




Transforming people products and processes with smart connected and intelligent technologies
iBot’s application of smart, connected and intelligent technologies to people, processes and products/things will create augmented intelligence for the enterprise
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Technology Driven Business Outcomes.
Define you outcomes, pick your vectors (people, process, products) and allow us to use transformation technologies (smart, connected, intelligent) to create intelligence for your enterprise
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Predictive Maintenance
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Asset Performance Management
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Production Efficiency
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Energy Efficiency
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Inventory, warehouse and supply chain management
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Smart and connected
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Digital Twin
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Connected Products
Add technology to your products. With connected sensors and devices added to the products you sell, you can track the amount of usage in real time. This means you can start leasing your machines and charging based on usage.
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Condition Monitoring
Once your machines are connected and streaming data to an IoT platform, you can perform condition monitoring. Condition monitoring allows you to view specific parameters (for example: temperature, vibration and pressure) and key performance indicators (KPIs) to track operating conditions for all connected assets. If metrics deviate From normal operating conditions on an asset – indicating an issue – the machine using edge intelligence, or the cloud, using central intelligence, will alert users.
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Predictive Maintenance
By using IoT to collect and analyze a machine’s health and performance data, you can identify when key thresholds are met for a part, indicating it needs to be serviced or replaced. This allows you to perform maintenance on a need-only basis, eliminating scheduled and drastically reducing unscheduled maintenance.
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Asset Performance Management
By monitoring and tracking the condition and status of your machines with KPIs, you can identify which machines are running below peak efficiency and productivity. IoT-powered asset performance management applications generate automated alerts when a machine moves outside of optimal operating conditions, notifying you to make changes to a production line to enhance performance.
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Production Efficiency
IoT can help you track throughput of your people and machines at the factory so you know the number of hours spent by a worker at the machine, amount of energy consumed by the machine and the throughput of the machine in terms of what is produced. This data can help identify productivity bottlenecks and ensure production efficiency.
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Energy Efficiency
If the key input to your business is energy, ensuring the right usage of this resource is critical to your operations. IoT can help monitor energy consumption of different machines and assets including your stores, factories and workplaces to ensure that this critical resource is managed most efficiently.
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Inventory, warehouse and supply chain management
A fully integrated IoT solution can help you manage supplies and inventory at all manufacturing locations. Suppliers with an IoT platform can implement dynamic supply chains that better align to needs.
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Smart and connected workforce
People are the lifeblood of your organization. Any wearables or devices that can make their work safer and smarter would greatly enhance not just their efficiency but also their safety and health. IoT can add great value to your workforce within or outside of your workplace.
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Digital Twin
A digital twin is a virtual representation of your physical product, machine or asset. Receive real-time data regarding the physical performance of your production line and product. Use this data to quickly adjust production, improve product design and enhance your virtual models.
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Connected Products
Add technology to your products. With connected sensors and devices added to the products you sell, you can track the amount of usage in real time. This means you can start leasing your machines and charging based on usage.
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Condition Monitoring
Once your machines are connected and streaming data to an IoT platform, you can perform condition monitoring. Condition monitoring allows you to view specific parameters (for example: temperature, vibration and pressure) and key performance indicators (KPIs) to track operating conditions for all connected assets. If metrics deviate From normal operating conditions on an asset – indicating an issue – the machine using edge intelligence, or the cloud, using central intelligence, will alert users.
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Predictive Maintenance
By using IoT to collect and analyze a machine’s health and performance data, you can identify when key thresholds are met for a part, indicating it needs to be serviced or replaced. This allows you to perform maintenance on a need-only basis, eliminating scheduled and drastically reducing unscheduled maintenance.
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Asset Performance Management
By monitoring and tracking the condition and status of your machines with KPIs, you can identify which machines are running below peak efficiency and productivity. IoT-powered asset performance management applications generate automated alerts when a machine moves outside of optimal operating conditions, notifying you to make changes to a production line to enhance performance.
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Production Efficiency
IoT can help you track throughput of your people and machines at the factory so you know the number of hours spent by a worker at the machine, amount of energy consumed by the machine and the throughput of the machine in terms of what is produced. This data can help identify productivity bottlenecks and ensure production efficiency.
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Energy Efficiency
If the key input to your business is energy, ensuring the right usage of this resource is critical to your operations. IoT can help monitor energy consumption of different machines and assets including your stores, factories and workplaces to ensure that this critical resource is managed most efficiently.
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Inventory, warehouse and supply chain management
A fully integrated IoT solution can help you manage supplies and inventory at all manufacturing locations. Suppliers with an IoT platform can implement dynamic supply chains that better align to needs.
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Smart and connected workforce
People are the lifeblood of your organization. Any wearables or devices that can make their work safer and smarter would greatly enhance not just their efficiency but also their safety and health. IoT can add great value to your workforce within or outside of your workplace.
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Digital Twin
A digital twin is a virtual representation of your physical product, machine or asset. Receive real-time data regarding the physical performance of your production line and product. Use this data to quickly adjust production, improve product design and enhance your virtual models.
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Client Stories


People.AI

Wearables









How the largest technology company used iBot Badge to make their events smarter



Process.AI

Condition monitoring

Preventive maintenance

Workforce productivity

Industry 4.0



How a progressive manufacturing company used iBot Products to create a Digital Factory



Process.AI

Cold chain transportation

Remote monitoring

Vaccine storage/transport

Sars-Cov-2



How India’s largest cold chain management company used iBot Products to ensure safety of their products





VIew more
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Satya Nadella | CEO, Microsoft Corp.
Watch Now
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Make your enterprise Smart, Connected and Intelligent with iBot
Talk to Us
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iBot augments people, processes and products to make your enterprise smart, connected & intelligent.
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